St. John's College (BA,BS), College of Professional Studies (BA,BS), School of Education (BA,BS), Tobin College of Business (BS), College of Pharmacy & AH: Med Tech, Path Ass't, Toxicology

Common Core Knowledge Bases Learning Goals

Emergence of Global Society
HIS 1000C

Social/Psychological dimensions of human behavior
Interaction/effects on society

Essential

Emergence of global society
Chronology of key events
Cross-cultural relationships

Catholic/Vincentian Mission
Catholic identity
Vincentian value of respect

Philosophical traditions & concepts
Morality/virtue & pragmatic applications

Christian traditions & contemporary issues
Church & contemporary world

Suggested

Processes of Scientific Inquiry
Development of scientific concepts
Scientific thinking & societal issues

Social/Psychological dimensions of human behavior
Individual behavior in various contexts

Cultural, literary, aesthetic global traditions
Literary-cultural contexts

Diversity/richness of NYC
NYC as dynamic, global city